and non-ferrous metals, plastics and even substances found abundantly on the surface of the earth. It has been said that almost anything can be made but that it is the particular problem of the engineer to see that it is made economically. The engineer is of several illustrations, it will be readily understood that not only more material may make the structure weaker but actually it is sometimes better to remove material to improve the strength.
A prismatical beam may be subjected to bending as shown in the accompanying figure. When the beam is bent the upper surface is stretched in tension. If there is only a small amount of material in this location as in the cases of the circular and triangular cross sections, it is better to remove the material which would otherwise be most highly stressed.
Most commonly actual machines and structures require more complicated designs involving connections of members of different sizes.
By two slightly more complicated illustrations, the removal of the material is recommended in the vicinity of the junctions of small and large cross sections so as to allow for greater flexibility "and lower stresses. The figure (see next page) shows a freight car axle.
The propellers of lake freighters were found to break off after metal had been added in new designs as shown in the figures. The ordinate of the point P(%, y) dividing the line segment from the point Pi( Xi, yi) to the point P^2,^2) in the ratio r\.r^is y= (ny2+r2yi)/(n+^2).
(
As an application of this formula, suppose we need to interpolate in the accompanying 
